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Yes, please
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@lvidlund
3 things

Buildings and physical spaces

Skill development

Collections
UPPSALA UNIVERSITY
Since 1477. The first university in Sweden.

WELCOME
Vice-Chancellor Eva Akesson: Welcome to Uppsala University!

JOIN US!
Find jobs and vacancies. Our International Faculty and Staff Services will help you plan your stay.
Uppsala University Library in Brief

1,816 Seats
Welcome to sit down and study

Stack Our Books In A Pile
And it will be as high as 15 Mount Everests

Our Collection Of E-Resources Continues To Grow
Last year we bought 414,651 e-books

More Than 200,000 Books On Circulation
Last year 227,737 print books were

6390 Visitors...
...in just one day

We Open The Doors
The library gives access to 347

[Images of library interior, students, and books]
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Our collection of e-resources continues to grow
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More than 200 000 books on circulation
Last year 227 737 print books were
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What is a library?

SUBJECT GUIDES
- Focal point: specific educational sectors, books, subject databases, encyclopedias, reference management and more.

ASK THE LIBRARY
- Quick search: use e-mail, drop-in or a librarian. Contact library helpdesk and e-resources support.

REFERENCE MANAGEMENT AND HOW TO SEARCH
- Tips on how to manage references and how to find literature for your assignment or essay.

STUDYING AND USING THE LIBRARY
- What study rooms or copy? The library is the right place.

NEWS
- News about loans and renewals.

COURSES AND EVENTS
- June 2023: Lunch seminar.
- May 2023: Courses on topics.
- March 2023: Standing out from the crowd.

BECOME A BETTER PRESENTER
- How can I become a better presenter?
Think ...
1. Physical spaces
Our main focus 2011
- students to the library
- online discovery tools
- gap between personal and digital
- separate digital collections

What did the researchers think?
- the idea of having ebooks on
- computer devices
- students can find
- material

What did the students think?
- They prefer the idea of a print
- collection
- It's difficult to find books

Feedback day!
1) read e-books
2) rarely or never

What came out of this?
-...
Our main focus 2011

- students in the building
- still shelf-browsing
- gap between physical and digital
- expensive digital collections
Researchers

- networking
- presentations in various context
What did the researchers think?

- discussions about Ipads and other digital reading devices
- pricing models
- good for students; up-to-date and "free" material
Students

- students associations
- information desks
What did the students think?

They love the idea of e-books for course collections!
It's difficult to find e-books
What did the students think?

- loves the idea of having e-books for course collections
- "it's difficult to find e-books"
- why don't you have pop-up boxes about e-books in the catalogue?
- tell responsible teachers about e-books!
Feedback-day!

1/3 - read e-books
2/3 - rarely or never
Benefits

- eco-friendly
- free
- easy to carry
- hard to lose
- text searching from anywhere
Disadvantages

technical issues
complicated
no relevant books
prefer printed books
malfunctions often
difficult to print, copy and use
e-books where?
Our colleagues

iPad workshops

Round table (discussion) about e-books

Read an e-book on tablet, computer, smart phone or any other way
What did our colleagues think?

• positive to ideas about screens and QR-codes'
• intranet to support sharing
• we need more creative meetings!
What came out of this ...?

QR-codes Screens

New student campaign
Positive and negative experiences from 2010-2011?

- think, plan and coordinate together. It saves time!
- it wasn't our good examples that turned the staff on...
- make sure to have a clear decision-making mandate from the beginning to avoid misunderstandings
- it's ok to make mistakes!
- a new task
The Zlatan effect?
Add your iPhone or Android device and log in with your current Layar account. Point your device at the image below and tap Scan to see your buttons. Tap all or none of the buttons to see that the interactions work as intended.

http://www.alex.ac.uk

Rate the Layar App!
Tired of waiting?
Check if your course book is available online!

How can I become a better presenter?
22/10 2-4 pm Earth Sciences Library
26/11 2-4 pm Ångström Library

We are always here for you
Try our chat service at www.ub.uu.se
Standing out from the academic crowd - a skill development series

How can I become a better presenter?

Welcome to a session on
* tools to help you convey your message
* Do’s and Don’ts when planning your presentation and engaging your audience

24/3 14 - 16
Library for Economic Sciences

23/4 14 - 16
Biomedical Library
Plugga effektivt!
– föreläsning om studieteknik
för nya studenter

Språkverkstaden och biblioteket håller en föreläsning i studieteknik för nya studenter.

Vi kommer att ta upp basidéer, vikten av planering och repetition samt hur man kan antagligt på ett effektivt sätt. Biblioteket informerar också om länescart, webbsidor, media- och studiebibliotek.

Passa på att lägga en bra grund för din studier!

26 januari kl. 18.15-19.15 Carolina Rediviva, Tidskriftsläsesalen
28 januari kl. 18.15-19.15 Geobiblioteket
2 februari kl. 18.15-19.15 Ekonomikums bibliotek
4 februari kl. 18.15-19.15 Ängstrombiblioteket
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2. Skill development
Support at the information desks

Usability and acquisition

2011

2013

Success factor for implementing
- Bringing different skills together
- Using workshops as a method

2015
Support at the information desks
Usability and acquisition
Success factor for implementing

Bringing different skills together

Using workshops as a method

best result
Mobile Academics

- DRM
- Demonstration
- PDF-readers
- the Cloud
3. Collections
Web and Communication 2014
Loans and downloads
About the Library
Publish
Research support
Collections
Opening hours and addresses.

Search books and articles

Databases A-Z
Journals A-Z
Library Catalogues

SUBJECT GUIDES
Find subject specific resources! Articles, books, subject databases, encyclopedias, reference management and more.

ASK THE LIBRARY
Chat with us, send an e-mail and book a librarian. Contact DIVA Helpdesk and e-resources support

REFERENCE MANAGEMENT AND HOW TO SEARCH
Tips on how to manage references and how to find literature for your assignment or essay or sign up for a course.

STUDYING AND USING THE LIBRARY
Wi-fi, study rooms or copy? The library is the right place.
Search boxes!

Quick and dirty is not always a bad thing
TO LIVE A CREATIVE LIFE WE MUST LOOSE OUR FEAR OF BEING WRONG

JOSPEH CHILTON PEARCE

AMANDA CHERIE
Thank you!

Questions? Now or later?

linda.vidlund@ub.uu.se
cecilia.petersson@ub.uu.se
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